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Section 2
Registered designs from 1840 to 1883

This Section covers the period of the early registration drawings, the development of
descriptive text and the first Provisional registrations. During the second half of this period,
1867 to 1883, most registered corkscrews bear a diamond mark. It was a device to
indicate the date of registration using a code of letters and numbers. The mark indicated
that the design was protected by copyright but was clearly used as a statement of quality
to show buyers that the item was “worthy of purchase”.

8 October 1840
Robert Jones & Son,
Cheapside, Birmingham
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modified the design by adding spikes. There is no
doubt that Robert Jones had an affinity for spikes as
shown in his subsequent registration.
Some examples are marked on the brass sleeve
ROBERT JONES & SON BIRMINGHAM REGISTERED
No 423 8TH OCTR 1840; others are marked ROBERT
JONES & SON MAKERS 105 CHEAPSIDE
BIRMINGHAM REGISTERED No 423 8TH OCTR 1840
and some have the addition of VR with a crown.

29 June 1842
Registration number 1331
B. Walton & Co,
Wolverhampton
Tap for soda water, medicine etc
This is the first registered design for a soda water
tap (there is no mention of champagne). A few
examples of this tap, auger and spikes (“valve”) exist
but they are not marked with registration details.
The known examples are found in fitted tin plated
boxes, 90mm x 54mm x 20mm, with a hinged lid.

Registration number 423

The upper part of the brass
sleeve is stamped ROBERT
JONES & SON MAKERS 105
CHEAPSIDE BIRMINGHAM
REGISTERED No 423 8TH OCTR
1840 and the edge of the
button has VR with a crown.

button and shank give the cork a twist and loosen
the adhesion. Withdrawal is down to brute force –
there is no mechanical advantage. Turning the
handle anti-clockwise removes the worm from the
cork which is stuck on the spikes. Apart from the
two spikes, the Jones I is very similar to the fluted
barrel Thomason (Patent IV, Wallis page 17). This
design is not recorded in Thomason’s 1802 patent,
but Jones was probably aware of the corkscrew and

Registration number 423 was the first registered
design for a corkscrew and one that is sought and
prized by many collectors and often referred to as
Jones I. It is an innovative design and would
probably have been granted a patent if Jones had
applied for one. The register for this historic
corkscrew states nothing more than “No 423 – a
corkscrew design of Robert Jones & Son was
registered at eleven in the forenoon of 8th Oct 1840”.
The cleverness of the design lies in the two
spikes and the brass button which ensure that the
worm is positioned correctly before starting to
screw it in. The pitch of the threaded shank has to
be the same as that of the wire worm, otherwise
the helix will rip out the centre of the cork. This is
a clear way of telling whether a worm has been
replaced. Once the helix is fully inserted, the

A tap for Soda Water, Medicine &c. To apply the
tap to a bottle or other vessel containing liquid,
we take the auger and bore a hole nearly
through the cork, we then withdraw the auger,
put the valve into the end A of the tap, and put
this end foremost into the hole as bored; we
then turn it round by the handle B which causes
it to pierce its way through the cork, and as soon
as the end A enters the interior of the vessel the
valve drops from the tap and the liquid may be

drawn out by turning the handle C. The object
of the valve is to prevent the bits of cork
entering the tap.
B. Walton & Co. Wolverhampton Office of
Registry of Designs, Wellington Street North,
Strand, London June 29th 1842. I hereby certify
that Design No 1331 of which this is a copy was
registered this twenty ninth day of June at the
hour of eleven in the forenoon for B. Walton &
Co. Wolverhampton, Proprietors

REGISTERED DESIGNS FROM 1840 TO 1883
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22 January 1876

7 February 1876

Registration number 297805

Registration number 298209

Edwin Wolverson,
1311⁄2, Gt. Hampton Street, Birmingham
A design for a shank or middle piece for a
hand corkscrew

Messrs Joseph & James Hudson, Proprietors,
No 5, St. Mark's Cottages, St. Mark's Street,
Birmingham
Ornamental Design for Complete Registration (5 years)

Wolverson created another popular design with this
corkscrew which is known as the Holborn Signet.
The corkscrew is known in both steel and brass
versions and stamped HOLBORN SIGNET plus a
registration diamond. Examples of the more
common style do not have brushes fitted. However,
the uncommon example (centre) has a clear
diamond mark but is not marked HOLBORN SIGNET.
It has a very different shank and is fitted with a
brush. Unmarked versions are relatively common
and are sometimes marked R. JONES and have
slightly larger finger holes.

The top of the ring of the corkscrew is clearly stamped with the
diamond registration mark for 7 February 1876. When complete, it has
a brass sheath with a steel carriage key base and a threaded top on to

which the knurled ring fits. The
outer sheath, which is a whistle is
a nice addition - presumably for
summoning the carriage. To
make the whistle work it needs to
have a finger put over the open
end. Alternatively it can be slid
up and down the carriage key in a
whoopee whistle style.
There are similarities between
this corkscrew example and
Provisional Registration of 26
March 1878 – see later.

23 June 1876
Registration number 301393
Joseph Page,
St. George's Works, Mott Street, Birmingham

This corkscrew of Wolverson was probably named
“Holborn Signet” after the Holborn Hill area in Aston,
Birmingham. It was in Aston that Wolverson lived in
the1870s. However the unrelated HOLBORN LEVER
(Wallis page 101) was patented by H. A. Goodall of
Bartletts Buildings, Holborn Circus, London in 1885
and therefore that reference is to London’s Holborn
district. Interestingly though, the Holborn Lever has
similarities to Wolverson’s Tangent Lever (of 1873),
especially the oval brass hinge. Perhaps there was a
business or family link between Goodall and Wolverson.
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Page’s design is purely for the shape of a
handle and presumably could be used for
various items as well as a corkscrew. This
uncommon 4-finger pull corkscrew was
made in bronze washed steel, or less often,
in brass. Both examples shown are
stamped THE UNION with a registration

REGISTERED DESIGNS FROM 1840 TO 1883
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Section 3
Registered designs from 1884 to 1977

The 1883 Copyright of Designs Act changed the way in which articles had to be
marked and the classification of designs. From 1884 onwards there was just one
simple numerical sequence, no classifications and no diamond registration marks.
There was no descriptive text to go with the diagrams, but information on the length
of copyright protection was given for later registrations.

In the Bernard Watney auction
of 14 May 1997 Lot number 271
was described as being marked
REGISTERED 13185. This was an
easer with a fat button identical
to the corkscrew shown (right).
Neither this example nor other
similar ones are marked, so it is
likely that the Watney one was a
rogue example when the worker
picked up a stamped handle
rather than an unstamped one.
This easer is NOT a registered
design.

19 July 1884
Registration number 10035
Walter Vaughan,
134, Cattell Road, Small Heath,
Birmingham in the County of Warwick
The design is for a combined corkscrew; cork extractor;
and syphon. The design is for the shape.

This most unlikely object was probably never made.
One end is a Codd bottle marble pusher with spout.
The two claws are presumably for grabbing
protruding corks (champagne?) and pulling them
out. It is spring loaded in the open position.
It was the first of four designs from Walter
Vaughan. They all featured Codd bottle openers.
Two are somewhat fanciful and two are relatively
practical - one was certainly manufactured.

18 September 1884

17 October 1884
Registration number 15271
William Staniforth,
Pen, Pocket and Sportsman’s Knife Manufacturing,
South Moor Works, Earl Street, Sheffield
Design for the scale or handle for a pocket knife.
An example of this design has not been reported to date,
but Peters and Giullian (page 255) show knives with
people shaped scales, but not with a diversity of blades
and tools as seen here.

29 October 1884

Registration number 13185

Registration number 15930

George Willetts, steel toy maker,
Heneage Street, Birmingham,
Corkscrew, the novelty consists in the shape of the
handle and “bell”

Walter Vaughan,
134, Cattell Road, Sparbrook, Birmingham
Corkscrew and soda water and similar bottle opener

The “SURPRISE” is one of the most common
registered corkscrew and must have been a great
success for the Willetts company. It is a simple self
puller with a characteristic slender handle stamped
in the centre REGISTERED 13185. Most examples
are plated, but bronze washed ones are also known.
The number is often poorly defined.
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This is not a common corkscrew but a number of
examples exist with different handles compared to that
registered by Vaughan. Vaughan became a wood turner
but these simpler wooden handles were probably bought
in from wood turning workshops, several of which existed
in the neighbourhood of Cattell Road. The example
shown is stamped on the wooden handle 15930 RD .
REGISTERED DESIGNS FROM 1884 TO 1977
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7 November 1892
Registration number 202169
Berkeley and Company, Steel toy manufacturer,
Henry St., Ashted, Birmingham
Protecting tubular casing for the stem of corkscrew. Protecting
tubular casing-Partly in elevation and partly in section.
There are a number of versions of this
very characteristic corkscrew. The first
example pictured shows the shank
with a brown wooden tubular casing
with nickel plated brass collars at the
top and bottom. The upper one is
stamped RD 202169. The nickel plated
buttons all have knurled edges; some
have flat edges whilst others have a
V-shaped edge. The worms always

Bone handle and
cream celluloid casing
with knop

seem to be a triangular section helix
(cyphered). In W.B. Fordham’s
catalogue of 1895, registered design
202169 was described as “The
Comfortable” and sold for 18 shillings
per dozen (£0.90 for 12) (information
from Fletcher Wallis).
Pictured is a selection of Berkeley
corkscrews all marked RD 202169 on
the upper band on the shank. One
other variation is known with a black
painted wooden handle and black
celluloid casing with knop – the same
shape as central one in the top row.

Brown wooden handle and flared
brown wooden casing

Brown wooden handle and brown
wooden casing with knop

Bone handle with
brush and cream
celluloid casing

Steel handle and black painted wooden casing
Brown wooden handle with nickel
end caps and brown wooden casing

Black painted wooden handle and casing

Black painted wooden handle with nickel
end caps and black wooden casing

Steel handle and brown wooden casing
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20 October 1932

4 January 1933

Registration numbers 777642

Registration numbers 779324

The Hercules Cycle & Motor Co. Ltd.,
proprietors of Crane Industries,
Manor Mills, Long Acre, Nechells, Birmingham

Pearson-Page-Jewsbury Co. Ltd.,
Soho Works, Western Road, Birmingham

Copyright expired 4 January 1938
5 October 1933, Numbers 777641-44. In pursuance of an
application received on the 26th September 1933 PearsonPage-Jewsbury Co. Ltd. of Soho Works, Western Road in the City
of Birmingham registered as proprietors by virtue of the deed
dated 19th September 1933 and made between the Hercules
Cycle and Motor Co. Ltd. of the one part and Pearson-PageJewsbury Co. Ltd. of the other part.

The example of 777642, a
standing pony, is only marked
REGD

This dog is one of the most common of the animals
and must have been very popular. The example is
marked RD NO 779324. It is sometimes seen without
the worm as an ash tray decoration.

4 January 1933
Registration numbers 779325
Pearson-Page-Jewsbury Co. Ltd.,
Soho Works, Western Road, Birmingham

Copyright expired 4 January 1938

The “just good friends” dog pair is one of the most
common and hence very popular corkscrews. The
example is marked RD NO 779325. The dogs are
sometimes seen without the worm as an ash tray
decoration.

4 January 1933
Registration numbers 779323
Pearson-Page-Jewsbury Co. Ltd.,
Soho Works, Western Road, Birmingham

4 January 1933
Registration numbers 779326
Copyright expired 4 January 1938

Pearson-Page-Jewsbury Co. Ltd.,
Soho Works, Western Road, Birmingham
The second series of registered creatures were all
lodged on the same day by Pearson-Page-Jewsbury
Co. Ltd. The originals are all small photographs.
Numbered examples of all designs have been found
although one (779239) is wrongly stamped.
Sometimes the stampings are very faint and some
later examples are not numbered at all. They are all
well made brass models with nickel plating and
numbered examples all have bladed worms.
This animal has a likeness to early Mickey Mouse
images. Examples are relatively common and
marked RD NO 779323.
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Copyright expired 4 January 1938

The pig is probably the least common of the series.
The example is marked RD NO 779326.
REGISTERED DESIGNS FROM 1884 TO 1977
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11 March 1932

19 January 1933

Registration number 771568

Registration number 779768

Crofts & Assinder Limited,
Standard Brass Works, Lombard Street, Birmingham

Colin Edmonds Pascal (British subject),
242, Maryvale Road, Bournville, Birmingham

Copyright expired 11 March 1937

Copyright extended once
to expire 19 January 1938
Copyright extended twice
to expire 19 January 1943

Shown in the original photograph as
a cast handle.
The corkscrew has a hanging hole
and eyebrow handle and is marked
clearly on the back REG 779768.
A less common version without the
hanging hole is double sided (rather
than hollow back) and is marked just
above the worm REG on one side
and 779768 indistinctly on the other.
The thistle is the emblem of
Scotland.

Shown in the original photograph as a cast handle. The
words SHAKESPEARE’S BIRTHPLACE are crossed out.
The corkscrew is named SHAKESPEARE’S BIRTHPLACE
and moderately clearly on the back RD 771568 C&A.
The bladed worm may not be original.
William Shakespeare was born in this house in 1564.
It is in the centre of Stratford-on-Avon. William
eventually inherited it from his father John. It is now a
museum and recreates the house of the 1570s and is
very popular with tourists.

12 March 1932
Registration number 771588

25 July 1933

Crofts & Assinder Limited,
Standard Brass Works, Lombard Street, Birmingham

Registration number 785211
Colin Edmonds Pascal (British Subject),
242, Maryvale Road, Bournville, Birmingham

Copyright expired 12 March 1937

Shown in the original photograph as a cast
handle. The words ANNE HATHAWAY’S COTTAGE
are crossed out.
The corkscrew is named ANNE HATHAWAY’S
COTTAGE and moderately clearly on the back C&A
RD 771588.
The cottage is actually a moderately sized
farmhouse and was where William Shakespeare’s
wife Ann Hathaway was brought up. It is about a
mile from the centre of Stratford-on-Avon in what
used to be the village of Shottery.
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Shown in the original dark and out-of-focus
photograph as a cast handle. The words YARN
MARKET DUNSTER are crossed out.
The corkscrew is named YARN MARKET
DUNSTER and moderately clearly on
the back REG 785211.
This eight sided building
was erected in 1609 and
used for the sale of locally
made woven cloth. Dunster is
a small town on the North coast
of Somerset in South West England.

7 July 1938 Copyright extended
for second period of five years
18 October 1938 In pursuance
of an application received on the
7th September 1938 the address
and the address for service of
the proprietor altered to 58,
Beaks Hill Road, Kings Norton,
Birmingham 30
Copyright expired 25 July 1943

BRASS FIGURALS: 4.1 SOUVENIRS
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9 March 1920

10 February 1925

Registration number 675065

Registration number 711007

Pearson Page Co. Limited, Brass Founders,
Ileene Works, Sherlock Street, Birmingham

Pearson Page Co. Limited,
Ileene Works, Sherlock Street, Birmingham
A corkscrew

28 January 1925 Copyright extended for second
period of 5 years

Registration number
711007

Copyright expired 10 Feb 1930

The original drawing shows a
toasting fork topped by a pixie
sitting on a toadstool under two
other tall toadstools. This design is
almost identical to registration
number 711007 which was drawn
as a corkscrew.
The corkscrew is not named but
marked clearly on the back RD NO
675065. There is also an indistinct
serial or catalogue number ??205.
The corkscrew was also made
as an eyebrow with sheath.

The original drawing shows a corkscrew with a pixie
sitting on a toadstool under two other tall
toadstools. There are two examples of the
corkscrew and neither has the tall toadstools as
shown in the drawing (but see the corkscrew
pictured for 675065).
The one on the left is named DARTMOOR PIXIE and
marked on the back RD NO 702800 and
RD 711004 . 5 . 7. The example on the right with a
hanging ring is named DARTMOOR PIXIE and
marked on the back RD NO 702?00 (4th digit is
obliterated) and RD 711004 . 5 . 7.

10 February 1925
Registration number 711001
Pearson Page Co. Limited,
Ileene Works, Sherlock Street, Birmingham
The original drawing
shows a toasting fork
topped by a pixie with
its arms round its
knees sitting on a
toadstool. Different
styles of the corkscrew
are known, including
one with a sheath.

Registration number 702800
Left: DARTMOOR PIXIE marked
very indistinctly RD 711001 - this
style also known named as
DEVON PIXIE, EXMOOR PIXIE
and HAYTOR PIXIE
Middle: CORNISH PIXIE flat
back clearly marked RD 711001
Right: DEVON PIXIE marked
indistinctly RD 711001
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Copyright expired
10 Feb 1930.

The registration drawing for number 711004 is
shown as a shoe horn; 711005 is shown as a button
hook; 711006 is shown as a door knocker. All were
registered on 10 February 1925.
Registration number 702800 is a toasting fork
registered on 8 January 1924.
BRASS FIGURALS: 4.5 PIXIES ETC.
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06 August 1996

06 August 1996

Registration number 2058316

Registration number 2058318

Mark Holden
Trading as Universal Housewares
15 Reynolds Road, Chiswick, London W4 5AR

Typhoon Europe Limited
Oakcroft Road, Chessington, Surrey KT9 1RH

The box for the
Rugby legs is
marked the same as
the Golfer etc. The
Rugby legs design
was not specifically
registered but is
derived from the
Footballer 2061564.

Golfer legs
This modern version of the
1893 design for “Lady’s Legs”
is 80mm closed. It is marked
above the worm U.K. DES.
REG PAT PEND. The box is
named “the Leg Pull” and “the
Corkscrew with Character”
and marked
UK Des Reg. No 2061565.

Frog
A compound lever (155mm)
marked the Leaping Frog™

06 August 1996

06 August 1996

Registration number 2058317

Registration number 2061564

Mark Holden
Trading as Universal Housewares
15 Reynolds Road, Chiswick, London W4 5AR

Mark Holden
Trading as Universal Housewares
15 Reynolds Road, Chiswick, London W4 5AR

Bull Pull
135mm marked Bull Pull
The box is named the Bull Pull
The Ultimate Corkscrew. The
design of this beautifully
crafted corkscrew was inspired
by the original “Empire
Double-Lever” of 1890 (as
patented by Heeley).
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Footballer legs
The Footballer corkscrews
were released to coincide with
the 1998 World Cup. They are
all marked above the worm
U.K. DES. REG PAT PEND. The
packaging is marked: The
Footballer Corkscrew®
Globally Design Registered
No.2061564.

REGISTERED DESIGNS FOR MODERN CORKSCREWS
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Some of the corkscrews have prices next to them.
A four pillar Kings Screw cost 9 shillings and 6 pence
(worth £31.84 in 2006); an Autumnal Fruits
Thomason was 3 shillings and 6 pence (worth
£11.73 in 2006) and a wooden handled Presto was
26 shillings per dozen (worth £87.14 for twelve in
2006). These corkscrews are highly prized today
and sell for between £800 and £3,000.

Hull
Registration details:
1871: Charles Hull, Birmingham
Charles Hull was the youngest son of a wealthy
Dorset farmer. By 1851 at the age of 24, he had
moved away from a rural existence to industrial
Birmingham. He had become a corkscrew maker
and was living at 101 Henry Street, the address of
Cotterill’s work premises. It can thus be assumed
that he was working for Cotterill. Interestingly,
Edwin Cotterill was visiting Charles and his sister on
the day of the 1851 Census. This recorded visit was
very significant, because they were probably
discussing an interesting business arrangement.
Charles was either related to Edwin or had shown
himself to be a bright, astute employee. The
discussions resulted in Charles Hull taking over
Cotterill’s corkscrew and steel toy business, allowing.
Cotterill to concentrate on his successful
manufacture of locks and safes. Slater’s 1852-1853
Directory shows a deal had been concluded. Edwin
Cotterill was listed as “patentee and manufacturer
of the royal climax detector lock” at 105 New Street
and 101 Henry Street. Charles Hull was shown as
“(Successor to Edwin Cotterill), manufacturer of
corkscrews, nut cracks, boot hooks, steel toys etc” at
101 Henry Street. An 1854 advert confirms this, also
stating that he was a “Manufacturer of Patent and
all kinds of Corkscrews. Proprietor of E. Cotterill’s
Patent Self-adjusting Corkscrew. An extensive Stock
always on hand”.

Two pages from the Hull catalogue are shown here.

From Post Office Birmingham Directory 1860

In the 1861 Census, Charles Hull was listed as a
Steel Toy Manufacturer, employing 10 men and 5
boys, living at 101 Henry Street with his family, two
servants and an assistant. By 1863 the family had
moved away from the business address to live at
Albert Cottage, Washwood Heath.

HULL’S CATALOGUE
Charles Hull’s trade catalogue, dated at about 1865,
can be seen on the Revolutionary Players web site
(see Bibliography) and shows a very wide range of
corkscrews and other steel toys. It includes a variety
of Thomasons and Kings Screws, Lund’s Patent Rack
and Lever, corkscrews with buttons and grips, folding
bows, picnics, roundlets, peg and worms, and
champagne taps. Two versions of Hull’s Presto
corkscrew are shown, but surprisingly there are no

PATENT PRESTO CORKSCREW
“The old & tiresome process of drawing corks by the
ordinary corkscrew is entirely obviated in the
construction and novel action of the “Presto
Corkscrew”. Its superiority will at once be seen and
its use understood by the following instructions, viz:
pull the screw A out to its full extent, & then insert
the point of the worm into the centre of the cork, &
by a slight pressure (without turning the hand) it
will immediately penetrate the cork, this being
effected, then proceed to draw it. To remove the cork
from the worm raise the button B and slightly pull
the cork, which will instantly be released.”

From Shadler’s Birmingham Directory 1854

The 1855 Birmingham Directory shows that Edwin
Cotterill had moved away from Henry Street to 30
Upper Temple Street. Charles Hull is shown as a
“manufacturer of the patent corkscrew, champagne
nippers, boot and button hooks and all kinds of
steel toys, (established nearly a Century)” at 100
Henry Street, Great Brook Street. The claim
“established nearly a Century” must relate to the
original Cotterill business. There is tenuous
evidence to link Edwin Cotterill to Benjamin Cotterill,
who was a corkscrew maker in Wolverhampton, and
was listed in Sketchley’s 1770 Directory.
An 1860 directory still shows Hull at Henry Street
but also as a steel toy polisher at Cliveden Street.
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In February 1864 Charles Hull was granted Patent
No. 480 for several versions of the Royal Club
corkscrew. He was shown as a manufacturer and
electroplater. The patent also shows that Gustav
Bohm of Offenbach, Germany was also partly
responsible for the invention. The Royal Club is one
of the most elegant corkscrews made, with its
sinuously curved handle. It was made with a
number of small design variations, and the badge on
the front of them all is a statement of his success.

Marked on the brass
shank C. HULL’S PATENT
and on the brass disc on
the end of the handle
CHAS HULL’S PATENT
PRESTO CORKSCREW
(there is no known
patent).

examples of the Royal
Club from his 1864
patent. This suggests
that the catalogue may
be from slightly earlier
than 1865. There are no
examples either of the Van
Gieson or Newton’s Ratchet,
which have so many
structural similarities, and are
thought to have been made
by Hull.

From Hull’s trade catalogue dated about 1865
Source: Birmingham Central Library, Local Studies and History.
Reference LF 62.65 (72/3387)

In the 1871 Census, Charles Hull was shown as a
master steel toy manufacturer, employing 10 men, 6
boys and 3 girls, a relatively small manufactory
compared to those of Heeley and Stone. He had
moved away to a better part of Birmingham, living
comfortably with his family and three servants. The
premises at Henry Street had expanded to occupy 5
houses from numbers 101 to 105, shown in the
1871 Census as “Mr Hulls Warehouse & Steel Toy
Manufactory”. The business premises seem rather
extensive for the small number of people employed,
although his 1865 catalogue shows at least 49
pages of a wide range of items. It is likely that Hull
acted as a wholesaler and bought a wide variety of
goods from other producers.
HISTORIES OF KEY CORKSCREW DESIGNERS
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